















and in reality, only I)ad $12." She
also spoke further to .express her
discontent with the Federal'
government. uTbe Federal
8O\let m:nl left as.high and dry.
There are people who seem to
think that the Fed. Govt, bailed
us out, but they did not give us the
com~ 011;1. 7
. '
the city's .budget. Even though
N.Y.C. has recovered rather nicely
from the threat of Bankruptcy
which lingered over the city's heads
5 years~ she. SliD feds that the
city has a long way to go. "The
problem is that they s~t more
than what- they actually had. _W,e
pretended to 'haveSIS, spent $17, .
Carol Bellamy Speaks at Baruch
'-
by Bill Dudley
Carol Bellamy; the City
Council President spoke to a
small group' of interested' students
on Thursday, April 17th, at a
D.S.S.G. sponsored program in
room 114 in the 24th StFeet·
building. Her speech, ~'which
lasted approximately 45 minutes
dealt mainly. -with the city's
financial problems. While Ms.
8ellamy was speaking to a crowd
of IS, the Student Center
program board's Club Fued
played toa full auditorium.
. "Right now, alot of the older
cities in. this country are facing
financial' crunches. A large
number of businesses are moving'
into the Southern and Western
states, and this leaves those cities
in the Northeast and the Midwest
with great problems. New York is
always-first to feel the good and-
bad things and so we are the-first
to feel the pinch of the older
cities." .
.Ms. Bellamy went on todiscuss
. -Caro.i'The-speakers, all successful
in their own field, continue going
forward, and urged their listeners
to do the same.
A Theatrical Presentation, was
Thursday's highlight, celebrating
--r.hS]:rcl1l1·c histOl ywastreld in ro-o'"'m..----
114 of the 24th Street building.
"Identidad," presented by Teatro
Otra Cosa, dramatized the
African influence in Hispanic
music, and told the stoyr of
Puerto Rican fieldworkers, who,
subject to religious persecution,
managed to continue their
worhsip through thier music.
P R . R I . D .E : and. its
collaboraors wound up the week
with a lecture "Evolution of
Hispanic Music" by Max Salazar,
musicologist and expert on Latin
music held in the Alley Lounge.
• _ •• " . , _~ ~ ••. : •..•••.. ,-",_.•",,~.#__.,,_. _ "".'. " 4'. . After the.lecture they toppedwht
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~bout his success as. a- Puerto Famous:' Hispanics' in"Fashion,' Lou~e,jn .the Stuc:fentCenter. course and D.J. Eddie Gonzalez.
Rican photographer in New perhaps the most successful JUdge JohnCaro and Julie Rivera Hispanic Week 1980 was the
York. celebration of the week. Included of the East Harlem Mobi Centrics most successful so far because the
An inspiration from the with the fashion' show was an were only two of t~e several clubs, along with the .. Spanish
Department of Compensatory awards presentation paying Hispanic speakers who discussed Society and Student Council,
/
Education, and Lynn's con- tribute to such fashion designers the Hispanics' future in American worked together. "If they hadn't
as- Richard Beauchamp and Society. "The growing number of helped us (Aspira and the Student
Antonio Lopez, both of whom Hispanic college graduates in- Council), we couldn't- have_what
have had great success with their dicate how bright a future this we did," saidP.R.:Ln;E;-/
designs. ethnic group has," stated Judge ~.dIifP- 7
participating in student elections,
with its restrictions. So people are
discouraged from participating,
increasing the problem of apathy
here at Baruch" stared one
mem ber of student government.
Two referendums were also
submitted, and will be palced on
the ballot. Referendum #1 will
change the Studentt Activity Fee
from $15.00 to $30.00
Referendum #2· will redistribute
the Student Activity, Fee. Ac-
cordi ng to Dr. Florence Siegel,
Assistant Dean-of Students, a thir
. option will, be placed on the,
ballot. Option #3_~ill be a NO
vote for both Referendum #1 and
#2, and maintain the Student
Activity Fee. (The. fuli referen-.
dums in tReir entirety are' in the
Electiot\ -Supplement of this
issue)..
Alt hough Oldy a handful of-
candidates are on the- ballot the
consensus throughout is to have a
linger turnout thanIn previous.
years. TheSenale Election
Committee urges. all students to
vote.. \ .
. AU infmmation is subject to final. . ~ --"... . . '. ~." .




May 6th and 7th
On Tuesday .May 6th and
Wednesday May 7th student
elections will be held for all three
divisions (Day, Evening, and
Graduate). There will be voting
machines in the lobbies of 17
'Lexington Ave., 46 E. 26th St.,
and 155 E. 24th 51. The.polls will
be opened form 9:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. on both days. For a student
to be elibible to vote, they must
have a valid Student LD. card.
~
IY 6 1 students submitted
claration of Candidacy forms
b April 23. 18 of these students
w e ruled ineligible by the Senate
Elections Committee, 17 for
. failure to have a Grade Point
Average higher than a 2.5, and 1
student. was only attending
Baruch part-time. This' left 43
candidates running for 47
positions, leaving Sof the 14
legislative bodies 'with no student
representation. ,/
Last year's electiQJl/Poseda
similar dismal U&foout as 42
studeritsraa f~n positions, on
15 legislativ.F~es. "The major





by Mary Cunningbam & Marie - ..' . '. . -'
~anuella
For years, the Hispanic people
of New York have always picked
one week during- which they-
celebrate their culture. This week,
April 21-25, was celebrated with
. much fanfare and enthusiasm at.
Baruch. Every day of last week,
fest ivities honoring the con-
tributions of Hispanic artists and
designers took place throughout
t he Baruch community.
The theme for the week was
Hispanics in the 80's.
Collaborating with A.S.P. I. R.A.,
P~R.I.D.E., and the Department
of Compensatory' Eductaion ,
.officially opened Hispanid Week
with an .exhibition on Hispanic
. Art & CutIure in room 114 of the
24th Street building. Along with'
~. . '. the,~.b~U~ri~a food' festival was
~~i' .~.. ;:i~'r1rb;"...i)f·..i?8e('eIldillg .
:~ .' Monday's fesrivities, ..
""-' ., ., -..: ·On.Tuesday, ·8 'recepLion--in rne
An~y-·Lounge-fiiaiideda' photo
eXllibition'displaying portraits of
young' Puerto Rican men, in .New
York, with captions of the





compu ter. science graduates
accounted for over one-half of the
offers reported in· the sciences
group. The 'average salary offer in
computer science was !1,Si7 per
month.
Traditionally the humanities
and social sciences group has a
limited number of offers in this
early report and the data .iild
be regarded only as an indication.
The latest data s.how. that ,this
group [00 IS receiving higher
starting salary offers, although
percentage increases are more
modest than for most of the
disciplines surveyed.
The College Placement Council
Survey data are based on offers,
not acceptances, made to college
students' in sele~ted-~~rricula and
graduate programs. Data are
submit ted throughout the year by
186 placement offices at 164
colleges and universities
throughout ·the United States.
Formal reports are issued in
January, March, and July. A
preliminary report is published in
December and a summer sup-
plement in October .
Of the 19 programs surveyed at
the master's level,' chemical
engineering was the dollar leader
with an average of $1,931 per
month, an 8. 5 percent increase
over July 1979. Geology and
related geological sciences ranked
second with a monthly average of
$1,882. Mechanical and electrical
engineering held the next two
positions with average offers of
$1,866 and $1,852 per month,
respectively.
The Salary Survey includes
offers to doctoral candidates;
.however, the data at this point
were generally inconclusive
because of limited number of
offers. '
The "March 1980 CPC Salary
Survey is based on offers 'reported
between September I, 1979' and
March 6,' '1980~ and is available
only to members and SUbscribers





Ms. Patricia Hassett, Director of Admission by Peter Lewison
BETHLEHEM, PA-Datajust
compiled by the College
Placement Council show that
many of this year's graduates are
benefitting from the upward
spiral we are all caught in. The 24
curricula surveyed at the
bachelor's level all reported
increases in starting salary offers
over those reported in the CPC
July 1979 report.
The highest salary offers were to
engineering grapuates. Students
rrra j 0 r I ngin p e t r 0 l.e u m
engineering continued to attract
the highest average offer at the
bachelor's level-$ I ,979 a month
or $23,748 annually. a ]0.4
percent increase over the end-of-
year figures reported in July I 979.
A verage offers .To r o t her
engineering disciplines in the
survey ranged from second-
ranked chemical engineering at
~ ~
$1,790 per month to !1,524 per
month for civil engineering. Job
offers extended to graduating
engineers accounted for 62
percent of the bachelor's offers
reported in the Salary Survey,
according to William L.
Mcl.oughlin, Associate Director
of Placement at Baruch College, a
participating institution in the
national survey.
The- other major groups sur-
veyed at the bachelor's level-
business-related disciplines;
humanities and other social
sciences; and s c i e n t i f i c
disciplines-all recorded gains in
starting salaries being offered by
employers since last year's final
report in July.
The business category includes
separate data for aCCounting,
business-general, and marketing
and distribution. Percentage
increases since July ranged from
6.5 percent for accounting majors
to 8.6 percent for business-
general. the dollar averages were
$1,284 per month for accounting /"
_and $1,j97 for business-general. .
The seven scientific disciplines
for which data .are collected
showed no particular pattern 10
if ."
program. Sometimes I think my
job consists of bailing out the
sinking ship. So long as a
program is running smoothly, I'm
not needed, but if there' is a
problem, then it becomes my
responsibility. It is not that I want
to dictate to anyone, I just want
to help-out. Some people think
that just because you have an
administrator's title -you· are out
to control and manipulate
students, for me that's ridiculous
4-.)- ~. '.' '., , .' ". '. ~ , .: - - - -- "
·"1 have an excellent staff
consisting of five full-time
professional staff members, four
full-time clerical staff, two parr-
rime clerical staff. and a pan-lime
evaluator (who could be a
graduate student or a senior-
interested in evaluatory work),"
said Miss Hassett.
with evaluations, a new evaluator
will be hired; and on an ex:
perimental level, Miss Hassett
may try' to hire graduate students
and reallocate some part-time
workers. "Whatever resources I
have in the Admissions Office I'll
try to allocate in the Admissions
~ Unit, to enable more completed
evaluations," said Miss Hassett.
..•. 'o.;r,O:.•• "
Ms. Debra Rick, -Photo by Frank Kucjia .
D.B.: Some of them, yes, but not D.B.: Not entirely, I believe
to the extent that I would like. For students have 'a right to mandate
one thing, I had a conflict with how their money gets spent but I
regard to what existed as student also believe that students don't
activities philosophy around here. necessarily know the best ways of
A.D.: What is that philosophy? getting the-most mileage for their
D.B~: Many believe that it is the dollars and that they don't always
responsibility of the students and anticipate the problems that come
only the students to establish and up in planning a successful
promote extra-curricular ac-
tivities on campus. Because they
pay student fees, they should have
absolute control over where their
dollars are spent. It has been the
attitude of the professional staff
or at least of the previous ad-
ministrative personnel that there
bea hands off policy with regard'
to how the activities people relate
to student groups. That is to say
that-it is up to the students to plan
and implement activities as they
see fit.
A.D.: And you disagree with
that?
Miss Hassett has been quick to
implement -new ideas. She is
.working with the computer center
and its Director Ray Naval, to
help computerize freshman
placement. Freshmen placement
is presently done by hand which
Miss Hassett states is very "time
consuming and allows for more
error." Together they will try to
get 5007'0 computerization for the
fall semester' and hope to have it
perfected by spring.
. Miss Hassett said she is.
"trying to take what I have. make
sure all the office needs are met.
and allocate whateverf existing
resources I have towards
evaluation. "
She is also working closely with
Miss Hassett brings much Dean Thomas on the scholar
experience to Baruch as she has program, carrying out interviews
served on a number of com- for selection of next years
mirrees, such as the Council of scholars. Miss Hassett has also
Admissions Officers. She was the asked Help-Line to give campus
--Direcrorvor: Acttn-DrslOns---fOf--fours to- potential students,
C.C.N. Y. for one year, and parents, and high school per-
assistant to the Central Office of sonal, She stated that Baruch is
Admissions. In addition to "a nice place to work in. I like it a
working in the CUNY Office of great deal." She also said that the
Administrative Services. "problems here are ones that
Although here for 5 months have solutions."
Baruch'S new Director of
Admissions: Ms. Patricia Hassett
Women's Voices: AnInterview




At' present, controversy is rag:":
ing over the present .studenr activi-
ties fee structure. Two referendums
exist. Both advocate the need for
an increase in the dollar amount
given to such groups as athletics,
. media, clubs and government.
The crucial difference between the
IWO is that one referendum calls
for an overall increase in student
fees, while the other advocates
that the status quo remains. At
the center of this controversy are
Carl alyrnan, Debra Bick , and
Bill Kahn, three of that staff.
Presented below is an interview.
with Debra Bick , Assistant
Director of Student Ac-
tivities/student Center. Just three
years out of Graduate School
herself, she strongly rela-tes to the
students and the problems in-
volved in having a wide variety of
interesting things to do within the
space available. She agrees that
her salary should be picked up by
the College, but doesn't expect it
to be. Whenever City University
is faced with cut-backs.crhe first
positions to go are the student
personnel staff. This makes it
difficult for the entire staff to
plan for the next years because
they do not konw if they will even
'be here. With these things in
mind, I interviewed Debra Bick,
Assistant Director of Student
Activities/Student Center.
A.D.: After your first few
months here, you had a chance to
look around and see what was
here. Of the dreams that you had




On December 1, 1979, Miss
Patricia Hassett came into office
as Baruch's new Director of the
Office of Admissions.
The Office of Admissions has
three main responsibilities: 1)
Recruitement-which is done by
visiting . high schools· in .New
York, New Jersey, and ~.ng
Island, and telling their students
about Baruch and its' curriculum.
2) Handling the admissions of
students. 3) Evaluation of all
incoming transfer records and.
finding their equal 'in Baruch
credits. lt is in evaluations that the
Admissions Office is having a
problem. The Office is one year
behind in evaluating transcripts.
In order to cope with' this
problem Miss Hassett said that
the office's hours have been
changed. This will enable students
_____-'t'"-...O.L--'c.....omec.in.cand-cask quesriens,
'while the rest of the time would be
spent evaluating. This had to be
done because, when students
entered the office the evaluator
would have to stop their work to
answer the questions. To help
l-:" .
ID card-when-leaving-or-enteri-
ng-school system. This is an
important .and helpful gesture
because it can prevent outsiders
from entering the schools.
However: this- may arouse great.
inconvenience as showing one's
ID card when going in and out of
the building frequently, especially
if he is a messenger is a great
bother. This technique is ap-
plicable to Baruch personnel,
students, faculty, and workers,
but not to continuing education
students.,because .they have
legitimate access to the school,
without using ID cards.
specific college. Graduates who
apply to advanced degree °
programs immediately after
graduation have been accepted
900:-0 of the time.
Bernadene Lynch. a student in
the CUNY B.A. B.S. Program,
who will graduate this summer,
also addressed the students at the
meeting. She said of the program,
. 'It's an excellent program. It
really is. ,I've never been
dissappoinred with it." She then
said that it gave her the ability to
take courses she wished to take
but could not find at anyone
college. She then. said. "I would
encourage anyone who is not part
of theprogram to join it."
At tile end of the meeting Miss
Egues said of the program courses
•'Only your own imagination will
hold you back." Later
on Dr_ Buchin said that "Most
students who first find out about
the CUNY B.A. Program feel it's
almost too good to be true, in the
sense that they can almost design
their own curriculum and make it
personally tailor made to suit
their own needs, interests, and
future vocational goals." For
further information and pamplets
about the B.A./B.S. Program.
Dr. Buchin's office 'is in 315 Park
Avenue South. room 1012. open
everyday except Friday.
Director of Security. Mr. Richard.Dillon
" " , .
own faculty members for
counselors. Students may apply
for the program if they have
completed lS credits, including
.. credits transferred from non-
CUNY colleges, be in good
standing with a minimum of 2.0
index which must be kept if ac-
cepted into the program. The
program does not discriminate
azainst age. Students rerurning to-- ..
their education or 'working while
attending college are especially
encouraged to apply.
Due to the freedom allowed by
the B.A./B.S. Program a student
may use their imagination to
create their own courses of study
which would allow them to follow
their "area of concentration" and
interests in depth and to include
work from related disciplines
which may not be available at an" .., . ~ .-
one single college. The only draw-
back in this is that not all students
are imaginative enough to take
advantage of the situation.
The program .was established
bv the Board of Hizher- ..
Education. It was the idea of a
person named Dean Burger. .It
was started with about 4 students
in 1971 and now has about 800
students within it. The program is
kept to a level between 800 and
1000 students. Students who
graduate. after receiving 120
credits, receive either a B.S. or a
B.A. from the City University of
New York and not from one
-'~Jl(Xpl'.... . '~. '.... .. ~
A few days before Easter
vacation started (about the week
of March 23), Theatron's
equipment and possibly some
power tools were stolen from the
back of the stage in the
auditorium. The Ticker asked
Director Dillon how he thinks the
thief (thieves) got in. He replied,
"Well, I've seen the files about
this case, but I'm not familiar
with the area yet because I just
got here for a week. Plus, there
, were no signs of evidence to show
how the robbers may have broken
in. They may have come in from
the side exit doors in the
auditorium." He added that those
doors should be locked at all property?
times. First of all, students can help
Continuity of effective uniform prevent these serious mishaps by
supervision had been hindered by taking good care of and looking
the resignations of the previous after their personal property.
-directors. As a result. steps laken----,forgetfufrress sometimes rna)'
to execute school activities or lead to a serious loss, Mr. Dillon
scient i fic know ledge weren't said.
carried out as expected. But now Mr. Dillon added, "Outsiders
the whole scene has .changed. are one of the possible
With a new Director of Security causes of these actions. They can
, in office, effective uniform enter any of the school buildings
supervision is back on its' feet without suspicion. They may act
. , '
again: like the students, too. One can't
But how about the other tell the difference between an
reported attempted robberies, outsider and a student." Dillon
physical assaults, and lost may suggest using the Showing-
. ,. ,.
b~' Emesto Riven
On April 17. campus director
of the Baruch Baccalaureate
program Dr. Jean Buchin had a
.rneeting with students from--
throughout the CUNY Colleges to
inform them about the CUNY
Baccalaureate Program. The
CUNY Baccalaureate Program
(CUNY B.A.) is a special flexible
degree, that enables a student to,
design his or her own individual
course of study which would lead
them towards a Bachelor of
Science or a Bachelor of Arts
degree from the City University
of New York.
At the meeting, Miss Elaine
Egues, (Director of the CUNY
'Baccalaureate Prornan described
the program and its advantages, _
and answered questions from the
students. "The philosophy of the
program is that you (the student)
create your own 'area' of con-
centration, In other words you're
not bound, by a major and a
minor and dist ribution of
credits," said Miss Egues. The
program also allows you to take
your courses at any of the CU~Y
Colleges. There' are no' required
courses to be taken (because of
the program's philosophy). A
student may earn up to 30 credits
for independent' study. in-
ternships or fieldwork, or
previous work or training related '
to their "'area ofconcentration" .




psychology. He also had un-
dergone FBI training.
When he was asked about his
feeli ngs toward the Baruch
community during his first week
as director, Mr. Dillon said, HI
can't really make an educated
opinion yet. But so far,
everything is going really well.
I've talked to the students and
faculty, and they are friendly,
cooperative, and helpful." He. is
getting along with the security
guards exceptionally' well.
"Normally, there is always some
type of friction. But there's none
of that here. No bias or prejudice
is shown."
Dillon feels his stay at Baruch
will, be a long one. He is well
aware of the fact that his
predecessors, Manning and
Fimmano, had resigned in 10
months because of-4..4.no reat
physical power" and a "better
offer that includes salary in-
creases." But even if he is
pressured by such situations, he
feels he will not leave. "I hope
extremely not. Very good support
'here.' ,
serious college.' ,
He also announced that an
extra week would not be added to
the academic calendar and that
students would have tb make up
the work they may have missed
during the week. But students will
not be penalized for absences
during the strike.
The students who did make it to
class got there in a variety of ways.
which included biking, car
pooling, hitchhiking. and even
walking. The poor attendance
overall is an indication that
Baruch is largely, a commuter
school that depends solely on
public transportation in order to
run smoothly.
Dean Stevens of Liberal Arts
and Science Iso blamed the poor
anendanci ")"'what he called,
•'poorne~' "~lices which: often '
failed to ndicate that rbe City
cont, on p. 5, col. 1
•
Third New Security Director in
less than a year
Baruch Survives
Transit Strike
'. ':.... ~ ./.:.. :....
Dr. Jean Buchin
by Helen Chan
On April 14, 1980, Baruch
College appointed a new Director
9J_Security, Mr. Richard F.
Dillon. Mr. Dillon replaces
Joseph -Fimmano, who had 'been
the Director from June 1979 until
February 29, 1980. During this
period, Inspector Ford served as
the Acting Director of Security.
As director, Mr. Dillon is in
charge of all the guards, security
officers, Lost and Found, and
holds responsibility for fire
safety, bomb threats, and the
well-being and safety of the whole
Baruch community.
Director Dillon, a fromer
police officer, worked with the
Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey before coming to
Baruch. He also worked on
management in another part
(separate division) of the P.A.,
(he Planning and Development
Division. Later on, after several
interviews, the College decided
that he is the man to head its
Security Office.
Mr. Dillon attended Nor-
,thwestern University for public
administration and industrial
by Martin Celeeson
As you know, New York city
suffered through an 1"1 day transit
strike earlier this month that
severely inconvenienced millions
of commuters. Baruch College
was not left unaffected - by the
walkout.
Attendance by students during
the week April 7-11 was spotty at
best, and estimated at about 20010.
However attendance by faculty
for the week was approximately
90070. President Segall, in reaction,
to threats of a strike, had issued a
memo to all faculty informing
them that normal operations
would be attempted and the
school 'would not dose in the
event of a st~ike. President Segall
felt the faculty should be
congratulated for their ,dedicated
service saying. •'wehave a
devoted . facultY, here .and this
proves that Baruch is still a
1980
---~-_._--~------ -
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city's most severely handicapped
citizens.
Rules of the Bike-AvThon are
simple. Entrants are paid for the
miles they ride by sponsors-their
families, friends; local
businesses-who agree· to con-
tribute varying amounts of money
for each' mile covered OQ anyone
of the 35-miJe courses. An entrant
can even be his or her own
sponsor. Pledged monies are
collected by each rider and
forwarded to Uni ted cerebral
Palsy.
Schools and c o ld e g e s
throughout the city are urged to
enlist students and faculty
members, as individuals or in
teams. Participants who collect
$30 or more will recieve a Big
Wheel Tvshirt; $50 will get a sweat
shirt and $100 or more a hand-. ,
some duffel bag. Special prizes,
including Thomas Cook Travelers
Cheques, IO-speed bicycles, and
bike accessories, will be awarded
to the largest collections.
To bike-up on May 18th, call .
(212) 683-6700 for a registration
kit and eye-catching Bike-A-Thon
button. Call now and then grease
your gears in support of one of
New York's most vital human
resources.
With such controversy, con-
fusion and other factors such as
voting machines rather than mail-
in ballots have nonetheless added
a certain unpredictability to the
elections. Perhaps, the votes will
add to the confusion this year by
voting for the candidates that put
up the least amount of posters. If




NABA & The Evening Accounting Society
will be ce-speasoetng a
Panel discussion on A_~counting
on May 8th 6:00 P.M. ,
Faculty Lounge-24th St. Bldg.
Musif and Refreshments will be provided
basically comes down to how
many posters a candidate has put
up, rather than how qualified the.
individual is for the position. A
quick glimpse of past election
campaigns and the respective
winners will prove that to be true.
Therefore, if posters mean votes,
as this column goes toprint, Josh
Palestine has the lead by having










Room 509 26th St.
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"held. This may be the committee's
only achievement. The candidates
however, will have a mere week
and a half to campaign and to get
the word out to the voters, ,
because the constitution mandates
the election be held in the first full
week of May..
Thus, the committee's own con-
fusion has not given the political
parties enough time to draw up an
effective slate, nor the in-
dependents enough time to
organize' their candidates.
time students, NCES warned that
"many of them could face
closure.' ,
The agency's projecitons fro.
four-year. public colleges and
universities were less drastic. It
e~pe.cls, total. public.. _college.
enrollment tofallto 8.754 million'
in 1988 after a 1981 peak of 9.2
million. Public colleges' larger
base should allow the bigger
schools to survive the coming era
- of limits.
Most experts expect college
enrollments will decline because
of the dwindling number of
current school-age children.
Other studies predict enrollments
will start to grow again in th
199Os, when the children of the
post-World War II baby boom
reach college age.
Total enrollment for the 1979-
1980 academic year, according to
NCES, is 11.508 million, up from
8,006 million in 1969-70.
Anyone who rides a bicycle can'
be a Big Wheel on May 18th!
The Seventh Annual Bike-A.
Thon for United cerebral Palsy,
sponsored by thomas Cook
Travelers Cheques, will start
rolling in, three boroughs
stmultaneousty on Sunday
morningvMay l8th,a.t. 10 A ..M.
(raindare, Sunday, June IsH.
The triple-headed spring event.
chaired by Scott Muni, Program
Director of WNEW-FM, will nor
only award valuable prizes, but
will provide a day of excitement.
healthy exercise, and fund raising
fun, 'not to mention satisfaction
for the soul. Last year, over
$160,000 was raised for United
Cerebral Palsy by nearly 4,000
riders, who were joined by the
WNEW Drs and a host of public
figures, radio and television
p e r s o na l i t i e s , and SPOTtS
celebrities.
Students, serious racers,
weekend bikers. pedalers of all
ages, can spin their wheels on 35-
mile courses in Central Park, 5th
avenue and ~72nd Street; Prospect
park, .at Parkside and Ocean
...-------------... Avenues, Brooklyn; and Silver
Lake Park, Slaten Island. The
more miles they cover, the more
money will go into United
Cerebral Palsy's programs for the
/-
If private four-year colleges
can't compete effectively with
two-year schools for older, part-
It is hard to say what impact a
prolonged strike of two weeks or
more would have had on the
educational process. The bright
side of the story, however, is that
the strike began during spring
recess and students were given
extra time to finish their vacation
assignments. The students who·
did make i~ to their .classes only to
find them cancelled should also
be congratulated for their
dedication and perseverance.
have to attract more older, part-
time students to compensate for
their losses.
Two-year community colleges,
though; have been the most
successful recruiting- older, part-
. , .
time students. One' -reason, ac-.
cording' to the study caned·
"Projection of Education
Statistics to 1988-89," is that
community colleges are usually in
urban areas convenient to
commuter students.
Older, part-time students
currently account for 40 percent
of the nation's two-year college
enrollments. The NCES expects
two-year college enrollment to
decline "only slightly" over the
next eight years precisely because
of the community colleges" at-
traction to part-timers.
presidents, Lynn Bursky and
Charles Stuto on the committee as
the day session division
representatives, one would
assume that the effectiveness of
this year's committee would excel
'any previous s t an da r d s .
However, their presence is
probably the 'root of the inef-
fectiveness of the committee.
Not only their actions; but their
mere presence on the committee
has been the target of con-
troversy. Their intent is obvious.
they intend to cling to and defend
the product of their combined For the elections, there will be
presidential reigns. That being the .. two parties along with the in-
current day session student dependents, vying for the various
government constitution. positions. The U.S.A. party
Their deliberate intent to offers Edward Chin as the choice
protect even the most inflexible, for the presidential spot, while the
restrictive and ambiguous clauses newly organized NBC party
of the constitution has resulted in counters with Josh Palestine.
such overall ineffectiveness of the Both candidates are fairly new to
committee. What they hope to government politics, .While on the
gain besides self pride by independent slate, Jeffery Chang,
preserving such inflexible parts of another newcomer will battle it
the constitution remains a out for the same position. For me
,mystery. to predict a victory for anyone
Despite the controversy, at would be foolish. In the last
least the elections will still be stretch of the elections, it
Transit Strike
College enrollment to Peak in '81
The biggest secret that the'
Student Senate Elections'
'Committee is keeping from the
students is the elections. Although
the job is to inform and publicize
the upcoming student government
elections, it- has managed quite
well, however, to do the contrary.
The deadline for fihng the
.nomination petition form for
intent' to run for a positioncame
and passed and. majority of the
students remained oblvious of it.
Granted that there was indeed
much student apathy regarding
such matters, it is nonetheless the
committee's obligation to
publicize the elections. and to
encourage students to run. It
should' not seek to justify its
action based on anticipation of
student apathy.
Furthermore, the feuds bet-
ween the committee members
over petty ,issues has not helped
the situation any. .Instead, the
arguments have helped make this
year's committee the most
disorganized flop in recent times.
With the presence of two
former student government
It projects that small private
colleges will lose the greatest
percentage of students. Private
school enrollment should fall to
2,294 million in 1988, down from
2,49 million projected for 1981 ~
and 2,478 this year.
NCES analysts predict that the
private - four-year schools will
The NCES expects 11.69
million college students to enroll
in 1981, a record number. By
1988, however, it see enrollment
shrinking to 11.048 million.
conr.from p. 3
colleges would ,remain open for
the duration of the strike."
Regretably many students were
unaware that the schools were
open due to poor news broadcasts
and made no attempt to' get to
class. The Baruch College
· switchboards were swamped with
calls from students trying to find
out whether or not their classes
had been cancelled.
Even more unfortunate was the
poor turnout .for Theatron's
production of HLittle Mary
Sunshine" which .went on as In memory of the strike, a large
schedulecf:'~"1.tespit-e·'lhe' in--, 'computer· priatedbanner was'
conveniences. The strike proved h~g on the third fleor of the 26th
to be a severe :dra~bitck". in. Street Building'which read,'
Baruch's attempt to revive drama UCongratulations, you have. .L.._ . :..-A 1.._ • .:t,~ " '~~~~~~__,._•••~ •••,~ •. _ ••• &-~.~ &.A'~ ~ .~~~~~, •.••.•• _ ••• c .••.•.• ~ .• ~' .•_~_.'•.•_'.~.~_W.~_?·.•• ~.·.1 '_ ... ~._.....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
• ._~, ••,-:-~ ,'.,J ,'~'" ,,' .. ,; .·:.r ..~..,.,z ~. C-T. ~~""""' ~ -e » '~"" ,. •• ' - -------------. .~
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-
The National Center for
Education Statistics, in its annual
survey, is predicting that college
enrollment,will ,hit an, all-time
high. in 1981 before falling to
levels that. could .pit four-year.
. private colleges against two-year
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Day & Evening Session Student Government
presents
"AN EVENING OF COMEDY"
** * * * ** * ** *** ** * ***** * * * * *****-* ***** * *
featuring comics from: ~
. . "Catch A Rising. Star"
"The Improvisation"






Tickets Available: Student Center Information "Desk
$ 3.00 with baruch i.d.
$4.00 non-baruch student
IIO\r WOu'LD YOU I.JIKE 1'0 BE ON STAGE WITH TIIESE COMICS?
Well you can, there will be an open audition for all Baruch
Students, (Comics &. Singers) on May 1, 1980 during Club Hours.
'I'h r e e (:3) w i n n e r s of this audition will appear on stage on
Saturday, May 3rd. One (1) person will~be s~lected at ~2turday's
performance and be givpn the opportunity to appear ~t
"Catch a Rising ftar." ,
for additional. information: caj O.S.S.G. 725-3377
! : •
• -.,4' , .... ', \ ,. -••
- .. • . • '::' ~ " ~, .. ,. .' _ '4 a
. ' I, .• I .. - - . ~ =. 'l e; ": •
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be mailed to: UNIVERSITY
APPLICATION PROCESSING
CENTER, P.O. Box 136, Bay
Station, Brooklyn, New York
11235.
wouldn't be in the red (financially
off balance).. .. " She went on to
state that "Day Session Student
Government had originally given'
Theatertron 500 dollars to pay for
the performances and the money
helped them out significantly.
The cast and crew were well
prepared for the' transit strike..
Every member of the cast was
able to attend every rehearsal and
performance of the play. "We all
had carpools," Mrs. Cervo said
enthusiastically. She also said that
members of the cast who lived
very far stayed at. her home
overnight and in the morning
commuted to college.
...
t: t_.. Ki_ 40-
Fashion Show, photo by James Yu
Baruch alumni came and joined
in the reveling.
Hispanic Week gives New York
Hispanics a chance to learn thei-r
histoyr , and this year's festivities
gave inspiration to spur young ,
Hipsinaics towaid' a successful' ~
future in American societv.
Already P. R.I.D.E. members
look forward' [Q an even bigger
and better Hispanic Week next
year and the way the future looks
for the group they will.
TAP applications will be
reviewed in Room 219.
Days: 9:15 A.M. t04:30 P.M.
Evenings: 5:30 P.M. to 8:00
P.M.
to accompany them musically. As
a, result of the transit strike and. .
the predicted loss of money due to
poor attendance, the orchestra
was deleted. The orchestra was
replaced by a bass, !WO· pianos,
and drum. NWe couldn't afford
it, we were counting on the sale of
tickets to help us out with that
(payment of the orchestra)."
When Mrs. Cervo was asked "if
the club was badly hurt finan-
cially due to the poor attendance
rate; she 'replied 'that the, club's
finances were stable. "The only
thing that we were worried about
was the orchestra." "That's why




Careers in Science & Health Care Delivery
Call Dr. Bleyman 725-3278
, Requirements for Medical School
8 credits Biology
8 credits Physics'
8 credits. General Chemistry
8 credits Organic chemistry .
32 total credits and any majort.tbusiness, arts or sciences)
If you have ever thought about medical or dental school," think
about it again. All you need' ore these specific courses and any
college major to qualify for medical or dental school.
Talk 10 us about how you take these courses while completing
your present major. (Prof. Szalda, Ext. 3270, Room 821. 23rd
Street Building)
"Copy Editing" Workshop
Richard Ulman-"Business Week Magazine"
SATURDAY, MAY 10th
11 :00-1 :30
Faculty Lounge-ISS E. 24th S1.
Note: Chern 2100, Biology 1005 or Physics 1003 will fulfill your
science requirement while, giving you an indication of how you. . . - . ....~' ,.. , .-wouldlike iJiisprog;f/itf", ........ ~ •• ~ ".~"_.-,,. & • ' -
president Olga Rodriguez.
Rodriguez,and club treasurer
.Allen Quiles were fortunate in
that the speakers and fashion
models were so enthused about
sharing in the.fesrivites rhar'rhey
'charged no feeS,' allowing more
money ro be channeled into the
other events.
The two are both very happy
about the turnout all the events
enjoyed. Students from other City
University colleges as well as
lacked the serial numbers of the
stolen items, their claim was
denied. "'...We had to go
through this whole big thing
(proff of theft) which still isn't
settled yet," Mrs. Cervo said.
-It was believed that the
burglary occured during class
hours. The guess was that the
burglar managed to make his or
her way into the auditorium by
using the side exit doors. The
robbery' was reported to the
Director of Security and as a
result the side exit doors are now
locked off during the hours that
the auditorium is closed.
On the dates of April 9th to the
12th, four performances of
"Little Mary Sunshine" were
scheduled. A transit strike was in
progress at that time and it hurt
the club's audience attendance.
"We had maybe ten people on·
Wednesday (April 9th) and
maybe fifteen on Thursday (April
10)." The last two performances
of April 11 th and 12th, the
audience attendance was
estimated to have been over one
hundred people. The audience
was composed mostly of family
members of the cast and people ...
who lived iwthin the college area.
Originally the Theatron had
hired a whole 14 piece orchestra
... ...:-.
A week before the Easter
recess, while the auditorium was
closed and locked, a burglary was
committed. About $200 worth of
equipment was stolen from the
club. Drills, files, hammers and a
prop gun were the items that were
taken. " ...This was all (taken)
out of Theatron's money
because we were using them as
permanent equipment for
productions in the future," Mrs.
Cervo said. Mrs. Cervo went on
to state that Theatron was
forced to buy new items to replace
the stolen ones. Theatertron
issued a claim to have their money
reimbursed. Because the club
auditorium Burglary
.
section) of the stage.,; she said.
" ...We worked more. upstage.
which is toward the back of the
stage.' A week before the per-
formance, the stage was fixed and
we had to move everything
downstage..."
Theatron was quite lucky
they were able to avoid the first
obstacle when it flamed its way
into their path. There was yet
another obstacle which put a
small dent. in the club's financial
treasure chest.
·t-···~·"'-+··
Since the early part of the
semester~ the Theatrong had·
rehearsed six hard weeks for the
presentation of the play "Little
Mary Sunshine"; The hours of
rehearsals were painful and long
and days were short. Though
deadline time and performance
perfection was on their side, there
were uncontrolable obstacles
which tumbled in their paths.
"STAGE DAMAGED IN
A UDITORIUM FIRE··
On the afternoon of March 5th,
an electrical wire caught fire
under the auditorium stage.
Firemen used power saws and
iron pry-bars to tear up the stage
area where the smoke was seeping
through. When the fire fighting
was completed, the stage was left
in a shambles. Largecchunks of
wood had been torn out leaving a
large hole in the base and front
section of the stage. With the
stage in a shattered state and the
Theatron left with only one
month of ~hearsals, one would
assume that the club's per-
formance would be affected.
Theatron's President . Lyn
Cervo explained that rehearsals
went on as usual. "We could not
use that part (damaged front
Theatertron Survives
Carol Bellamy
cont. from p. 1
money, they loaned it to the city,
and charged considerable interest,
as a matter of fact, the federal
government is making
$30,000,000 from the deal." She
explained to the audienee that the
city had borrowed against an-
ticipated revenue and this led to
the fiscal crunch which, in turn,
almost led to bankruptcy in 1975.
Today, the city's problems are
not as drastic as then, and Ms.
Bellamy feels that perhaps she
helped to lend a hand in the
improvements. She informed the
audience of her role-in~~~t l
Photo by James Yu
establishing BIG M.A.C., the
bond system, under which the city workers. There was a time when city housing. She responded:
received an ample amount of aid, that number was much lower." "There are three categories in
and also how she helped to Following, this speech was a .city-housing, the best of the
establish the E. F.C. B. (the question and answer period. worst, the mid-worst, and the
Emergency Financial Control Among the topic; duscussed were the worst ofthe worst. The worst of
Board) which is given authority to important role that the middle the worst should be demolished,
certify revenue. class plays in our city's finances. the mid-worst, still constructable,
Ms. Bellamy then spoke about Ms'- Bellamy said that she realizes should just be boarded up and
different city agencies. "Were that the middle class, just like eventually sold, and what we
any of you aware," she asked the everyone else, is suffering from should try to do is put everybody
audience, "that the' average age economic troubles, but that the in the best of the worst."
of the police force is 40, because, City should-try hard to keep the Next on the list of questions
until recently, the city could not middle class family in New York. dealt with the economy and the
afford to hire any young Another question dealt with inflation rate. Ms. Bellamy said
people?" She also criticized the. education; particularly the city's she felt that there was nothing one
way that the police Dept. is set public schools. Ms. Bellamy said person could do about it. When'
she realizes that the 'schools are asked about Senator Kennedy'sup.- "There are too many
policemen stuck working behind suffering terribly, just like promise of dropping the inflation
desks. We should have other everything else. Although she rate to 4070, she said, "Senator
workers behind those desks so does agree with Mayor Koch that Kennedy should be so lucky that
that thosepolice could go out on some schools should be closed, he could raise the inflation rate by
patrol." she also feels that the cut is too only 4010."
The Parks Dept. was yet drastic. "The mayor would like to As she was getting ready to
another agency which the Council close .40 schools in this City," she leave, somebody asked her how
President felt should be revised. told the audience, "and I feel that she felt on the performance of the
~1,~ig~C.pPW",~baut..10~o. Df..£be..,.. j~;Lqp,JmU~Y." .... . -" 0' •• - mayor's. job. during..UI.e.,-uaBsit
department- are unskilled ' The. next question dealt with- cont, on p. 14, col. 1
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The Ticker is published bi-weekly each Friday by the students
of Baruch College. The Friday prior to publication is the'
deadline for campus calendar items, unclassified ads, and:
letters to the editor. All communications must be typed and
signed. Address to: The Ticker, Box 377, 137 E. 22nd St.,
New York, N. Y. 10010. Telephone: 725-7620. Office Hours:
10 ~.m.-6 p.m. Next Deadline:
b~ Bonnle Xieschawer meetings throughout the day. and
LAKE GEORGE, here we come! are seen enjoying themselves all
The N.Y. district convention through the night still being able
results are in and the Circle K club to get up the next morning at 9:00
at Baruch College has come a.m. to attend the House of
through with flying colors. Delegates. Here is where the new
What's Circle K? What happens leaders of the organization are
at conventions you ask? Well, elected for the upcoming year. I
how can one express the warmth am happy to say that for the first.
and happiness one experiences timein 10 years since women have
from belonging to Circle K. The been'in Circle K, there is now a
development of personal woman in the lOP district position
leadership skills and the growth of governor.
of personal initiative. combined Returning to Baruch College's
to help others is the sensation of own Circle K club, I along with
being a part of the K family. all the other members of the club
Circle K is a means of forming . wish to congratualre Kevin
friendships. working in a com- Kennedy· for his distinguished
mon cause with other students, Presidency award in the
and simply having fun. It's a Metropolitan Division, and the
good time; it's gelling to know club itself for two other out-
others; it's finding out who you standing awards. As the
are. And it's creating a meaning president-elect of Circle K, I hope'
in life. I will continue to keep up the
All this exertion of the college good work and to get more
, ....
students' energy leads up .ro Baruch students involved in the
convention. Circle K'ers from all experience of Caring.. , Life's
over the New York state area Magic.
congregate every year to share Our meetings are during' club
and learn more aout the meaning hours, Thursday, Room 1718 360
of Circle K. Circle K'ers are PAS. Hope to see you there; you'
amazing. They are seen attending are always welcome 10 stop by
training workships and'commmee'.. a~e;t be-a part-cf tmssensatfon~~~.··':
Sincerely,
Eric M. Yee..
well rounded education, it does
not produce a well rounded
student." I agree with this writer
in that the atmosphere of Baruch
is very cold generally. The Village
Voice also noted that the students
here are highly competitive,
rushing to work, home, erc..
implying that there is no
"togetherness" here. It is un-
fortunate that there is little school
spirit or desire, to remain here at
Baruch. Perhaps the absence of a
campus is too much of a sacrifice.
Thank you for letting me share
my views. Keep up the good work
with pieces on issues we have to
deal with everyday.
as those quoted in your paper.
Perhaps there is a personal reason
for his new "attitude".
Secondly, I too was curious
why our school has not voiced
any opposition to President
Carter's draft proposal.
Thirdly, I think that Professor
Storer's scheduling proposal
should be given some thought. It
sounds much more reasonable
than the one we are using now. I
hope those "higher authorities"
who implemented our present
schedule look into this alter-
native.
Lastly, what prompted me to
write the most-the letter to the
Editor from Mitchell Todtfeld. I
.quote, ,uWhile Baruch offers a
r .
Pa.ae 8
As uncomfortable as we may be at times with facing-the realities of life at Baruch College,
it is time we look at the structure of our student activity fees and recognize the fact that it
, does not buy the activities program many students would like to see.
. In recent issues articles appeared which discussed the inadequate levels of funding of both
, the athletic program and the student media. In addition, with an increase in the number of
.student clubs and organizations in recent years, there has come a' decrease in the dollar
allocations which has hampered the functioning of many of the groups. These are facts
which no one denies. '
This being the case, the real issues in the "battle'of the referendum" are (I) How do we ,
increase the leVe"fOf support for those areas that everyone agrees needs increasing? (2) What
will be the mechanism to determine these allocations? and (3) Should student activity fees be
used to pay the salariesof the student center professional staff?
The Students for a Better Distribution of Student Activity Fees suggest that we adopt the
"Robin Hood' philosophy of taking from the "rich" to support the "underfunded" and
urge the rollback of the student center fee from the current $15 to $11 and thereby keep the
total full-time student activity fee at $25.50.
It is our feeling that this proposal is short sighted and we urge the retention of the current
student center fee. There is little to be gained by a transference of a lack of money from one
aspect of our activities program and subject it onto another. '
Secondly, those advocating a better distribution of fees feel Day Session Student Govern-
ment should continue to distribute the new Clubs and Organization Fee. This deprives the
clubs and organizations the control they deserve, over their own funding.
Thirdly, there is the issue of who should pay the salaries of the student center professional
staff. No one, including the staff themselves, can disagree with the concept that the extra-
curricular program and the professional staff employed therein, should receive support from
college funds and not student activity fees. College officials deny the availability of these
funds and insist that if funds do not come from student fees that there will be no staff. This
puts the ball in our court. Should we refuse to pay these salaries, we run the risk of losing the
valuable support, assistance and experience that these professionals provide. It is our feeling
that these people are too valuable and the possible loss of their services too much of a gamble
'~
-[0 call the college's bluff. We, the students, can be the big losers.
We therefore reject the proposal to deny the use of student center fees to pay the salaries
of the professional staff. We urge the college officials to reexamine their funding priorities
with the goal of lifting this financial burden off the back of the students. We urge the
rejection of the referendum which prohibits the use of student center fees to pay the salaries
of the staff. =
Finallv , we urae all students to examine the consequences of voting yes. The outcome, is
the destruction of Student Activities. The closing of the Student Center, and the loss of the
on I\' thing that makes Baruch bearable, Student Activities.
\\"e implore you to vote in the upcoming elections, and when you do "OTE ;\0 to the Stu-
dent Activity Fee referendum, and save Student Activities.
Editorial
Save The Destruction of Student Activities
Keep up the good work
Vote No on Fee Referendum
Dear Editor:
Regarding your Friday. March
14, 1980 issue, I must admit that
this was one of the few times I
found your paper interesting
from beginning to end. Also, it is
the first time that I have had such
strong feelings about the articles
included in your paper.
Allow me to voice some of my
comments. Regarding Professor
Oster, I find the facts presented in
the article hard to be true. I had
Professor Oster in the Fall of
1978. my freshman year. He is one
of the best teachers I have had so
far. Yes. he did require your full
attention. but he was not tern-
perrnental. I am not questioning
your reporting, but I'm sure that
·there are others who don't see' him
~ ---- ....t ..:.',._. _'4# ....._ ..... ...'~ .. ,..~ ,_-.-....••.•: ".- ,..,. - _.".- •. , '4~-:- & j .....' ......~
REFERENDUM
Proposal to redistribute the student activity
fee schedule. '(See existing schedule under
Option No.3. If approved the new schedule
would be as follows:
Full-Time Part-Time'
Yes D or No D
STIPULATIONS
* No Student Activity Fees are to be utilized
to pay the salaries of the professional staff
of the Student Center.
** Fees earmarked for Student Clubs are to
be allocated by D.S.S.G. Finance Com-
mittee, whereby 20070 of total amount WIll be
deposited into an account for th~,sole, .
purpose of co-sponsorship of club events by
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DAY: Tuesday, May 6-
Wednesday, May 7
TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
_,~LACE: LOBBY 17 Lexington Ave..-
- LOBBY 46 E. 26th St.
, LOBBY 155 E. 24th St., -




- NEW BARUCH COUNCIL
(N.B.C.)
-




Jeffrey Chang Josh Palestine Edward Chin
..






Glenn Goldberg Ella Hull
TREASURER
(Vote for one)
Richard Aceto Gary Fairweather
SECRETARY
(Vote for one)
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* No Student Activity Fees are to be utilized to pay the salaries of
the professional staff of the Student Center .:
Referendum
** Fees earmarked for Student Clubs are to be allocated by
D.S.S.G. Finance Committee, whereby 20070 of total amount.
will be deposited into an account for the sole purpose of co-
sponsorship of club events by three or more registered clubs at
Baruch.
Full-Time Part-Time Full-Time Part-Time
$15.00 $ 7.50 Student Center $11.00* $6.00*
8.00 5.50 Student Gov't. 4.00 2.00
0.00 0.00 Student Clubs 4.00 2.00**
2.00 0.00 Athletics 4.00 2.00
0.00 0.00 Communication 2.00 1.00
.50 .50 U.S.S. Fee .50 .50
$25.00 $13.50 $25.00 $13.50
OLD BREAKDOWN NEW BREAKDOWN
New Baruch Council wants to provide the
students at Baruch College with dependable
and consistent student leadership for the
coming. academic year. In attempting to
accomplish this, we have decided that there
are several basic options available to us. We
can pledge to cure Baruch of all its
misfortunes and promise the world to
everyone, or, we can be realistic. Based on
the following information, why don't you
decide whether we are sincere in our efforts
to do something for the students.
NBC has certain specific goals. We would
like to acquire more lounge space for
everyone. Anyone can complain about this
issue. What we have done, however, is speak
with school officials on this matter. It ap-
pears that there is a lot of space being wasted
in all of the buildings. As a result of obvious -
need and our direct inquiries, some action
has begun. Most of us are involved with
Baruch's clubs, and many of us already hold
student government positions. Because of
this, we are- in a position to make Baruch's
administration aware of your problems. We
can practically guarantee that there will be
more lounge space soon.
NBC also supports an academic calendar
change. Most of us have had the .experience
of having finals long after Christmas-break.
Sometimes, a student is forced to finish his
exams only days before the registration for
the new semester begins. We don't believe - --"
that there is a recess between semesters. We
have inquired with school officials about
this, and they share our interest in looking
for a better system.
As part of our goal to promote Baruch's'
reputation,' we would like to have more
nationally renowned speakers coming to our
school. We also support a "Career Day,"
where firms would send representatives to
our school to discuss job opportunities in. the
business community. This would give the
student a chance to speak with someone
directly, and it would .also take away the
impersonal nature of a lecture. Both of these
ideas are very feasible in the near future as
we have gotten a lot of support from
everyone. We hope to establish a permanent
liason with the Alumni Association to obtain
funding and to assist students in job
placement.
Our next platform issue, which has
received quite a lot of publicity this year, is
student representation on school com-
mittees. NBC wants a chance to discuss
registration and administration policy,
BEFORE IT IS DECIDED. This was not the
case last term, when students were carelessly
experimented on with a new scheduling
technique. While the evaluaion of tile new
program has not been completed as yet, we
feel that everyone in Baruch should have
some input. This is clearly not an issue about
schedules. Rather, it is one of policy. Only
with true student representation can the
needs of the individual be met.
All of the students who are club members
would like to see a more equitable
distribution of Baruch's money.vf'he current
system of club fundingis entirely unjust.
Many factors which determine how much
money a club receives 'are being overlooked.
We intend to change this.
NBC would like to see the Library open all




We the members of the U.S.A. (United
Students for Action) Party do hereby
present, to the student body of Baruch
College our PLATFORM for 1980-81 Day
Session Student- Government. We selected
these issues collectively, intelligently, and
with dedication to benefit the entire student
body. We feel these issues are important to
you as students of the Baruch Community.
U.S.A. Party Platform
I. Library open on SUNDAYS.
2. A newsletter put out by the President of
D.S.S.G.
3. Financial support of intramurals and
varsity teams by D.S.S.G.
4. Student run financial aid information
center.
5. Lower cafeteria prices (immediately),
6.NO increase in student activity fee.
7. We support the continued existence of a
veteran affairs office on campus.
8. Bi-monthly club hour brunch.
9. Lockers for non-phys. ed. students.
10. Extensive tutorial program (Peer
Group).
1r. Increased Black & Hispanic faculty
members plus personnel.
12. The maintenance of a viable Black-
Hispanic studies department.
t3. Improvement and expansion of the
Baruch College gymnasium.
14. Student loan fund made available by
D.S.S.G.
In accordance with B.H.E. Bylaw Section 15: 10 F (1), we the follow-
ing Baruch College Day Session Students are desirous of having the
following student activity fee schedule voted on as a referendum in
the next student election. The purpose of this redistribution is to ob-
tain a more equitable breakdown of fees and to facilitate more stu-
dent controlled activities at the present fee level. The proposed new
fee schedule referendum with stipulations are to be voted on as one
item.
Jeffery Chang, candidate for presidency,
intendsito -conteQer "with Baruch's long-
existing problems in a contemporary manner
realistic to the Baruch environment. There
are numerous projects to be undertaken by
an act of president. The following are just a
sample of issues I plan to work on if I'm
elected.
1. Institute a pre-registration for' all
students In conjunction with teacher
schedules.
2. Better coordination of class schedules.
J.:. More lounge space for students, i.e ..
game rooms, to include pinball machines,
tables to play backgammon, chess, etc.
4. Better maintenance of elevators and
improved service.
5. More extra-curricular activities made
.available to students.
6. The publishing of teacher evaluations
well before registration.
7. Better communication channels bet-
ween students and administration.
. 8. More action taken for' student
grievances.
9. Better funding for athletic teams.
10. Student Government updates
publishing informaiton concerning your
D.S.S.G.
) 1. Properfy amend the D.S.S.G Con-
stitution to facilitate progress.
12. Increase the availability of xerox
machines throughout the school.
13. Increase available parking areas for
Baruch students.
\.
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Interviews with Presidential Candidates
IndepeooentU.S.A. .;N.B.C.
. .
Jeffery Chang Edward Chin Josh Palastine
I. What Makes you qualified for the
office you seek? ,.
I was associated with Student Govern-
ment, through the Student Senate. I un-
derstand the students problems, such as need
for lounge space, and more available time to
use the library and computer center.
2. What have your experiences in student
government and politics been?
As I mentioned before, I was an elected
official for the Senate. I've also attended
several other meetings dealing with school
problems.
3. There have been complaints that
D.S.S.G.'s own budget is too big, how
would you address this situation? .'
I have been aware of this fact, and I feel
D.S.S.G. 's budget should be cut. More
' .. " .'
money should be given to . clubs and
organizations.
4. Many clubs have complained of low
funding, how do you intend to remedy this
in the future?
By cutting D.S.S.G. 's .budget the clubs
.will be getting more money.
5. What are your views on co-sponsoring
events of clubs? Should this be increased or
decreased? Why?
I feel co-sponsoring should be decreased.
The cubs have more of an idea of what they
need. It would be more of a "hands-off'
policy.
6. In waht way 'do you plan to increase
student participation in student government,
and Baruch in general?
By making students more aware of student
government. I would advertise all events
sponsored by'D.S.S.G. so people would be
informed as to what's going on.
7. Are there any other comments you
would like to make concerning your cam-
paign for president of D.S.S.G.?
True, I really have little experience but I
feel I can work well with people. I feel I have
leadership quality, and I'd be able to unify
the student body.
•
1. What makes you qualified for the office
you seek? ' .
I have been involved in a lot of student
organization in my 2 .. years here. I was
Business Manager of the Acct. Forum,
reporter on The Ticker, President of the
Student Center Program Board, and for the
last two years I have been one of the
coordinators of Street Fair.
2. What have 'your experiences in student
and politics? (been)
With all of the positions I've held, I've
worked with student government quite a bit,
by now I understand the system and how
student government operates.
3. There have been complaints that
D.S.S.G.'s own budget is too big, how
wouldyeu address this·siftltttion-? ..
I woul 2~!_back_on st~gent 8-Qyernment._
overhead, one example would be to cut back
the secretarial hours.
4. Many clubs have complained of a low
funding, how do you intend to remedy this
in the future?
By cutting back on student government's
overhead there -would be more money
available to clubs, provided their enrollment
at least remains the same.
5. What are your views on the ~
sponsoring of events of clubs? Should this be
. increased or decreased? Why?
I think that student government should
definitely co-sponsor events with clubs.
Because it helps straighten relations between
student governments and clubs. It will get
more students involved.
6. In what way do you plan to increase
student participation in studentgovernment
and at Baruch in general?
We plan to hold more events that would
involve the whole student pOpulation and
not just the clubs. We would do this by
bringing well-known speakers and other
activites to Baruch.
7. Are there any other comments you would
like to miakeconcerning your campaign for
preside~tof D.S.S.G.?
If elected N. B.C. and myself will be a
much more responsive government than past
governments havebeen. W~ understand the
issues that plague students and we feel we
can remedy many of them.
. 1. What makes you qualified for the office
you seek? .
Personally, I think I have enough. ex-
perience to seek this 0 ffice, cause I have been
involved in S.A. while I was at a junior
college. I think my character is forceful
enough to see that things are done in the
proper manner, with regards to the power of
the office.
2. What have your experiences in student
government and politics? (been)
I havebeen involed in S.A. in the junior
college which I last a ttended. I think many
of the problems that cue now incumbent with
this administration are almost the same as
the one I formally tackled while involved
with the former junior college student ad-
ministration.
3. There . have been complaints tbat
D.S.S~G.~s own-ljii(fgeT is too big, how
would you address this situation? "
Personally, I don't think it is too big. I
will suggest that members of the student
government should hold some say as to how
the administration distributes the money to
student government.
4. Many clubs have eemplalned of a low
funding, how do you intend to remedy this
in the future?
Allocation of funds will depend on how
the funds that were allocated were spent in
former years. I think it is quite obvious that
some clubs need greater funding than others.
S. What are your views on co-sponsoring of
events of clubs? Shoulcl this be increased or
decreased? Why?
I would tend to agree with co-spo_nsoring
withing a reasonable limit. If this co-
sponsoring can add anything of interest to
the Baruch community at large then i would
be more than happy to encourage extra
finances to support these events.
6. In what.., way do y()U plan to increase .
student participation in student government,
and at Baruch in general? ~
Many students now attending Baruch have
little or no ideas of what student government
is about. I plan to set up information desks·
within the student government, so that any
. . .'
information needed orany complaints about
t he policies of student government can be
had or filed.
~
7. Are there Jny othercomments you would
like to make conceming your campaign for
president of D.S.S.G.?
~; I would like to say that Jwould like to see
~. greater participation in -administrative
decisions that may any way directly or in-
directly effect the stud-ents of the 'Baruch
~
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Drop your guard for a-
minute. Even though you're'
in college right now, there
are many aspects of the





ional $70 a month (ser-





necessarily assigned to ac-
tive duty. Find out ebout it.
"
liED SCHOOL. 01 US Army Nursing offers educational oppor- ABOlUS FOR PART-nilE WORK
You read it right. tunities that are second to none. As an Army You can get a S1,500 bonus just for enlist-
The Army's Health Professions Scholar- Nurse, you couldbe selected for graduate ing in some Army Reserve units. Or up to .
ship Program provides necessary tuition, degree programs at civilian universities. 52,000 in educational benefits.
books, lab fees, even microscope rental dur- ADlAiCED IUAII. COURSE. You also get paid for your Reserve duty.
ing medical school. TUmOIl-FREE ItcomesouttoaboutSl,OOOayearforabout 16
Plus a tax-free monthly stipend that You get tuition, payandlivingallowances. hours a month and two weeks annual training.
works out to about $6,450 a year. (After You gut also take Nurse Practitioner And now we have a special program to
July 1, 1980, it'll be even more.) courses and courses in many clinical special- help you fit the Army Reserve around your
After you're accepted into medical ties. 1\.ll on the Army. school schedule. It's worth a look.
school, you can beaccepted intoour program. While these programs do not cost you A.1!ftftMft ..-eAT~_ •1:81:
Then you're commissioned and you go f h do i ddi ~U.II yy........~hr gh h I S d L ' . h any money, most 0 t em 0 Incur an a 1- Some may find college to be the rightt ou sc 00 as a econ ieutenant In t e tional service obligation. .
Army Reserve. placeat thewrong time for a varietyof reasons.
The hitch? Very simple. After your resi- ACHIICETO PRACnCE LAW The Army can help them, too.
dency, you give the Army a year as a doctor If you're about to get your law degree A few years in the Army can help them
for every year the Army gave you as a med and be admitted to the bar, you should con- getmone~tuition and the maturity to use it
student, and under some conditions, with a sider a commission in the Judge Advocate WIsely.: . ~-
minimum scholarship obligation being two General Corps. Because in the Army you get The Afmy has a program in which money
years' service. to practice law-right from the start. saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
11ITERIIIH11I. RElIDEI"" While your classmates are still doing government. Then, if one qualifies, agenerous~ u, other lawyers' research and other lawyers' bonus is added to that.
& CASH BOlUSES briefs, you could have your own cases, your So 2 years of service can get you up to
Besides scholarships to medical school, own clients, in effect, your own practice. $7,400 for college, 3 years up to 512,100, and 4
the Army also offers AMA-approved first- Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and years up to $14,100. In addition, bonuses up to
year post-graduate and residency training privileges of being an Officer in the United $3,000 are available for 4-year enlistments in
programs. States Army. ~ith a chance to travel and selected skills.
Such training adds no further obligation make the most of what you've worked so A-dd in the experienceand maturitygained,
to the student in the scholarship program. hard to become. A real, practicing lawyer, and the Armycansendanindividualbacktocol-
But any Civilian Graduate Medical Educa- Be an Army Lawyer. . lege a.richer person in more ways than one.
tion sponsored by the Army gives you a one- R~SCHOLARSHIPS We hope these Army opportunities have in-
year obligation for every year of sponsorship. U • U trigued you as well as surprised you. Because
But you get a S9,OOOannual bonus every Though' you're too late for a 4-year there is indeeda lot the Armycanoffera bright
, . ba k dical h I scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even l-year person like you.
year you re paying c me sc 00 or h I hi il bl
post-graduate training. _ . sc 0 ars ps ava a e. For more information, send the coupon.
tionS;Jdfo~~;~:ief~~r~~~~~~;~~~- ift~~i[~~:~?~y=~:t:' I~~~~~~~~__
paying it back. they're very competitive. Because Medicine, 0 (AN) the Anny Nurse Corps, 0 CAL) Army Law, I
Not a bad deal. besides helping you towards your I 0 (FR) ROTC Scholarships, 0 (SS) Army Reserve Bonuses,
A&REAl PLACE TO BE AIURSE degree, an ROTC scholarship
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is helps you towards the gold bars
of an Army Officer.
one of excellence, dedication, even heroism. Stop by the ROTC office on
And it's a challenge to live up to. campus and ask about details. I ADDRESS
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome' I
of professionalism, regarded as a critical ltPou'!.~com'bAm.e~ce-m.· r;CliTTY:v---------"""'ST=r;A~T'F"'E-----:Z=.IP.,....----
member of the Army Medical Team. I. ~ y &
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical the Army.Reserve or National . SCHOOL AITENDING DATE OF BIRTH
spectrum is almost impossible to match Guard with Army ROTC and
in civilian practice. get up to $6,500 while you're still
And, since you'll be an Army Officer, in school. IlHIIII1III
you'll enjoy more respect and authority than ... It's called the Simultaneous ., '. .-. . ,:,.'",.
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Debra Bick and StudentActivities
make of it. uBeing involvedis an or the radio station or Helpline,
added benefit and that does not for example. Start becoming
necessarily mean being a member aware of who you are as a person
of a particular club. .Being' in-. and what you are.
. volved means caring about your A.D. What do you think, and be
school, your community (and this as egotistical as you wish, the
is your community) and what's Student center would be without
really important .is that you are you; Carl and Bill?
aware of what's going on." "T'd D.B. How about "boring";
encourage people to vote and more realistically, you'd be losing
know the issues involved. " some very dedicated, caring,
"Create your environment. Make people who really try hard. They
this the best place it could be, but say everyone can' be replaced but
have a good time, and don't take the question is with what?
things too seriously." Without us, I don't think it would
A.D.: Baruch and all colleges be nice.
don't have the restrictions on A.D. Do you try to cultivate an
" one's activities that high schools awareness of other people and
do. No more notes from your their rights, or does that hapPen
nrc-mer, havin:g-y-(Ytfr-r-altfersign--wilhouryou bothering?
your report card. What would D.B.: I think it's because I
your advice to a freshman who is bother. When I was an un-
first coming into this kind of dergraduate I used. to think I
freedom and environment be? knew everything, then I went to
D.B.: Take one thing at a time.. Graduate School and learned that
Try your classes, start feeling out I didn't know a whole hell of a lot
what's around in terms of ac- and that for every answer I
tivities. And don't join 12 dif- thought I had there was at least
ferent clubs. Go one step at a twenty new questions for me to
time. If you're interested in probe.·I look around at some of
government, that's all well and the students here who boast that
fine and maybe you should get r: they have all the answers. I un-
involved in your freshman year. derstand them and emphathize
but 9 out of 10 times you're burnt with their frustrations in getting
out with government by your their ideas across. I can only hope
junior year. Maybe try a social or that by encouraging them to listen
interest club instead of academic to all points of view they learn the
club. It's hard to know your humility that is necessary to keep
major when you just get here. asking questions and therefore
Stan by meeting people in the keep them forever growing as
clubs or some of the other human beings.
organizations like the newspapers
because. I just want to help
establish the best environment and
more specifically,. the best
programs possible. The more
people you have working towards
a common goal the better.
A.D.: 0.0 you think you relate
well to students as a whole?
D.B.: Yes, I do, but it's hard for
me to admit it.
A.D.: Why?
D.B.:Forone thing because I like
to think of myself as humble.
Seriously, I am somewhat of a
perfectionist about myself and
when I don't get along with or
just a few people it seems to
-rregate the fact that I get along
with the majority.
A.D.: What do you rhrnkvou're
able to relate?
0.8.: That I care about students,
I'm empathetic, and there's this
sense of morality about me. I
respect people and their ideas so
long as they are to benefit
students. Mostly that I'm a kid at
heart.
A.D.: You sound a. little sub-
jective. Who are you to decide
what benefits everybody?
D.B.: l 'm no one to decide
except that from my own ex-
periences, especially those where I
fell down. r learned the short
cuts. I remember when I was a
freshman orientation leader in
college, t he first thing I said to my
class was" I'm here to teach you
how to beat the system.'" Too
often- students get a royal run-
around but ifyou know what you
are doing and what resources are
availble to you then you're going
to cut out a lot of steps. I am a
resource person and also a
student advocate.
.A.D.: Since Carl, Bill, and you
have been here, the office has
become a lot more friendly a
place to hang-out. Was that a
conscious effort on your part?
D.B.: It bothered us that people
didn't hang out here and that this
place had such a bad reputation.
The building used to be empty, .
especially in the early part of the
week, but now' it seems we're
always crowded. I can't
necessarily attribute it to us but
I'd like to think we had something
to do with It.
A.D.: In comparison with the
attitudes of students toward the
people who ran the Student
Center before Carl, Bill and you
came why is it so much easier lO
do things now then it was then?
D.B.: I think we're more
friendly, certainly. more ac-
cessible. There's an open door
policy here. I am of the
philosophy that rules are made to
be broken (that gets me Into
trouble). I just don't believe in
creating obstacles. As long as
there is a positive outcome, things
are fair and equitable, and people
benefit, suffice it to say that we
encourage people. We made a




A.D.: What exactly are your
. duties?
D.B.: I can tell you what' my
priorities are: that students come
first (which tends to make me
incredibly disorganized when it
comes to paperwork). As . for .
programming, I seem to be
leaning towards the more serious
side of student personnel' work.
Instead of concerts, 'parties, and
such I prefer working on caeer
programs, counseling, and I
JUST STARTED HELPING TO
ORGANIZE SUMMER IN-
TERNSHIPS. I am the Club
Coordinator which is basically
that I am the liaison between
clubs and the "others" in. the
college. Also I assist cttrbswtren
they need it in getting started
whether from scratch or with a
specific program. I also helped
establish the Club Council which
is committed to bring people of
different groups together to share
experiences and concerns. I'm
very proud of everyone who is a
pan of it, but unfortunately not
enough student groups par-
ticipate. We have over' eighty
clubs, for it to be optimally
successful, all eighty should be
members.
A.D.: If somebody put you up
there on the stage in the
auditorium and handed you a
microphone and said, "Debra
Bick, what do you think?", what
would you tell students?
D.B.: I would tell students that
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that comes between two im-
portant historical events, the
anniversary of the Warsaw ghetto
uprising and Israel's Indepedence
Day.
Mr. Milo's speech was im-
mediately followed by a most
interesting film entitled "The
.' ~
Israel Experience." The film
which was simultaneously
projected on three screens covered
Israel's history since its
established statehood in 1948.
The movie presented many exotic
and colorful scenes of the Israeli
landscape. and its people and
their customs and culture.
The event was well at tended.
Refreshments were enjoyed by
many of the participants.
nmg.
served in the Senate for 5 years
before she decided to run for City
Council President in 1977. As the
only woman in the race, she won
the primary over the likes of Paul
O'Dwyer, Abe Hirschfeld, and
Carter Burden. When {his
reporter asked her what her plans
were for next year when her seat is
up for re-election, she said that
. she has every intention of run-
Carol Bellamy
cont. from p. 7
She responded with a
"Well, the mayor's, the
b~ Avram Weisberg
On (his past Thursday, April
17(h, 12:00 LAHAV, the Hebrew
Club held a meeting in the room
Four South Auditorium. The
Hon. Rani Milo, a prominent
member of the Knesset , the Israeli
Parliament, was the featured
speaker at the event.' .
Mr. Milo spoke on some
aspects of the Israeli position on
Palestinian autonomy, and stated
Israel's willingness to give
concessions for a much needed
and desired peace, but not at the
expense of the people and state of
Israel's security. Mr. Milo
remarked about (he significance
of Prime Minister Begin's talks




Ms. Bellamy, a 40-year-
old Brooklynite, studied at
Gettysburg College and then went
to N.Y.U. law school. After
graduat ion she went to work for a
Wall S1. Law firm, then a city
public interest firm, Afterward, .
she ran for a' seat in the New York
State Senate representing parts of
Brooklyn and Manhattan. She
i .
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activities in which clubs interact
with each other. "That's the idea
behind the club council. ..
piece orchestra, cut down because
of money problems.
"little Mary Sunshine" by
Rick Besoyan appeared Off
..Broadway but never made. the
Broadway limelight,sparkJeand
ghtter.
The farsical comedy was
played in a straight fashion form
by the Baruch Actors and Ac-
tresses. It was a spoof on the early
20th century operettas and a
flashback to the old' Jeanette
Macdonald and Nelson Eddie
movies.
The setting was in the mile
high, wild Rocky Mountains of
Colorado. The characters were
stout-hearted brave United States
Forest rangers, delicate elegant
Ladies of Eastchester Finishing
School, mysterious' Indians and
ofcourse "Little Mary" herself.
The play received mixed
responses from its audiences but
on a whole it was well received
and generally enjoyed. However,
the biggest accomplishment was
not whether the play was a smash
hit but rather that it went on at
all!
.
annual thing, "It encourages club
cohesiveness," she said, pointing
out that this is one of the few
Resumes, Theses, 'Term Papers,
Charts, Tables, Letters, Etc.
Grammatical Aid--Upon Request.
Fine Results Baruch Area
CALL: JU 2-4240






by Peter T. Barricella
While most students stayed
away from Baruch during
vacation and during the strike,
the cast and crew of "Little Mary
Sunshlne" were on stage
rehearsing everyday, .six days a
week.
The show went on as scheduled
April 9th thru the 12th, despite
lack of money, a transit strike, a
reduced orches t r a , small
audiences, a fire on stage, rain on
. stage, and a numerous amount of
other set backs.
"Little Mary Sunshine" was
the first musical presented at
Baruch College since "Kiss Me
Kate" three years ago.
The play was produced by the
Departments of Speech and Music
in association with Theatron: It
was directed and held together by
Eleanor Ferrar, one amazing
lady. I t was put together by tooth
. and nail, with the sweet direction
of Set Designer, John Tiesort,
James Abruzzo, Music Director,
conducted and played with a
crippled, six piece orchestra, less
than half of the original fourteen
. t • I •
-. .'O ••... ~ -~
Debbie Bick~ the qaestiODS in uO.b Fetid" ~ItyJ. YII
of the initials, BSO vs. WBMB.
The winners of the first two
matches will meet each other-and
the last contest's winner will take
on Helpline in the third round
May 1. The final round and "Fast
Money" will also take place on
May I.
Debbie Bick, co-emcee of Club
Feud, sees the game as more than
just amusement. "It's been fairly
successful and it should be an
get. The champion 'club will '
receive $150 in competition and .'
Fast Money after the final round.
Everybody ~hoparticipated in
the first round received an official
HClub Feud" t-shirt.
First round action started with'
two byes being given to the West
Indian Cultural Club and Ticker
because the Dar- Club and African
Students Association both failed
uxury 0 ucnons
outwitted PRIDE,- the India in
New York Association took a
well-contested battle from the
Photography Club, BSO.
conquered j.b& Chess Club,
WBMB got a bye due te an absent
Sociology Society and Helpline
beat Club New York in a contest
where they receiveda bye directly
into the third' round because
neither of the last two com-
petitors, the Public Ad-
ministration Society or Hillel,
caine to the event.
The second round, May I, will
match up ,the West Indian
Cultural Club an.d Ticker; Luxury
Productions and the India in New
York Association, and, in a battle
, .






"Okay, let's play the Feud! We
polled 100 members of our studio
audience and got the three top
answers to this question. What
are.three types ofcodes?" Hands
fly up, one of the contestants
blurts out an answer, and Bill
Kahn or Debbie Bick checks the
board to 'see if it's right.
Bill Kahn or Debbie Bick?'
Dawson, the British guy who
always kissed everybody on
"Family Feud"? Exactly what
kind of game is being played
here?
It's "Club Feud..". a Student
C e n t e r Pro g ram' Boa T,d
Production brought to you by
Baruch. It's played by 16 teams of
five players each and it started
April 22 during Club Hours in the
Auditorium at 17 Lex.
Before we get into the play by
play, a little 'background is in
order. The first round was played
under authentic "Family Feud"
first round rules. The prizes are
. Club funds. The more games a
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Crowd Pleasers Invite You to Spend the Night With Us at.
a private party for college students from all over the East Coast
7-1Opm-Roller Skating (rentals available)
10pm 'til-Party All Night, Entertainment,
Fashion & Hair Show
Admission: $15 at the door with this invitation
or college, graduate or alumni i.d.




everything from placemats to
bedspreads, and from pants to
blouses. Ladies blouses either
100010 cotton or lOOOJosilk,clearly
make the statement in their
coloring and the parading of a
parrot, found on lapels, the entire
front or entire back. His feathes
adorn many dresses and his
shadows can be seen in even most
expensive evening wear. In
accessories we find very brightly'
colored feathers to spruce up even
the dullest hat or blazer. Small
pins, combs, even bracelets all
carry traces of that bird. His time
has come!
Where did it all start? and why?
Maybe it started somewhere from
last fall's fashion wardrobe when
Perry Ellis adorned his out fits
with feathers of every possible
kind. Maybe those kids in Paris"
had nothing better to do than
dress like birds, or could it be that
the birds flew out of Hawaiian
shirts by overwhelming them.
Who knows! Where to put the
blame is of no use now. Whether
we blame a designer, market
forecaster, or a department store
it shall do 1)0 good. The bird's
here and found it's nest right in
our clothing. All i can say is-
Thank God it wasn't a pigeon!
STEP UP TO THE BAR!






parrot as the following:
(I) ,.Any of numerous widely
distributed tropical zygodacty
birds, having a distinctive stout
curved hook bill often crested and
brightly variegated and excellent
mimes; or (2) a person who
sedulously echoes the words of
another. ,.
Today, another definition
might be added stating (3) a
source of inspiration. Since most
all of the birds are unique in their
color combinations there are
forever evoking one's
imagination.
Realistically, the bird fits right
in with the summer color themes
this year-the parrot is brightly
colored, interesting to look at and
sometimes shout for attention.
This is typical of summer clothing;
colors are bright, patterns are
loud and some outfits demand
more than an interesting glance.
So parrot fever will soon be
upon us and whether one gets hit
with a bad case (yellow shoes, red
pants, printed shirt etc.) or just a
mild infection (wearing a blouse
with its insignia) shall depend on
the individual's willpower.
.And better be strong, for this
chic little bird can be found on
.Summer Clothes to Fly in
by r.s.
Have you taken notice of the
anatomy of birds lately?
Specifically-the parrot. His tiny
little feet, those. brightly colored
feathers, his curious beak and his
perfectly shaped head. Though it
may sound a bit grotesque, most
people are literally "getting into"
every part of the parrot ... that
is clothing-wise.
The garment industry has made
~ .
the parrot the insignia for those
who know what's going on in the
havoc of world fashion.'
Webster's dictionary defines the
In the midst of all the theatrical
confusion (slides, actor on stage;
and tape recordings), there is a
girl who seemed to be doing some
sort of stretch exercise, bouncing
up and down 'and swinging her
hair all over the place. On the
other -side of the stage Spalding
Gray (who also stars in this
fiasco) was having what appe.ared
to be muscle spasms. Then to top
it all off (as if all of this wasn't
enough) for no substantive
reason, a man walked across the
stage (nude no less) with a flash-
light. This is only one example of
the tiresome and tedious scenes in
this play .
As far as the quality of the
acting is concerned, there is really
very little that the actors can be
judged on. By merely listening to
a series of tapes how can you tell
whether or not the people on the
stage actually' possess any real
talent? They spent most of the
time running around screaming at
each other, thus. making it.
virtually impossible to assess their
talent. However, I amy state that
based on what I have seen, they
were extremely agile.
1 imagine these unusual antics
were all symbolic, yet and still, I
did not find this play the least bit
enjoyable. > In case there is any
doubt in your mind, I do not









"Rumstick Road." No matter
how you say it, one thing still
holds true. It is a waste of your
valuable time.. There must be
better things to do rather than
going to see this deplorable,
uninteresting "theatrical
presentation," such as, dish-
washing, mopping or even
pooper-scooping after your pet.
Perhaps you ask, "Why is she
being so rough on this particular
play?'~ or "Which side of the bed
Jid she wake up on?" These are
t::.tsonable questions, deserving
.if appropriate answers. Well, this
.:. it, folks! ., Rumstick Road,"
. ornposed by Spalding Gray and
Elizabeth LeCompte is, basically,
:he portrayal of a man in pursuit
of his family history (sounds
vaguely familiar, doesn't it).
Although the plot may seem
interest ing, don't be fooled,
because it is most certainly quite
lacking. "Rumstick Road" is
nothing but a boring compilation'
of inaudible" tape-recordings and
unstimulating slides. However, at
one point there is a dramatic
visual effect when a picture of
the man's dead. mother (taken by
suicide) is superimposed on the
face of one of the actresses. But
believe me that's it. and the rest
. -." rhe misery is not at all worth
.he one almost good moment.
.-
.
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.At The Bottom Line
..--.. .
the one and only ~White Room'
and then did some solo numb
ears. After fooling around a bit,
Jack jammed with t}le band and
just seemed to get into having a
good time while doing some of
the most memorable songs of all
time. 'Born Under a Bad Sign,'
"Swlabr," and 'Sunshine of Your
Love' were all done much to the
audience's approval. Sometimes
Bruce out stood the_oJbeLgu~.:..:o.J1 _
stage and just took over, with his
flying fingers seeming to become
part of the bass as' he strolled
around gi ving an incredible
performance. He also performed
a great solo number, 'Theme
from An Imaginary Western/
The show was closed Out with
'Sunshine' hav~~li:~:deda little
tease of "Crd ' in the
middle of the song. The crowd
had to bring Jack and the band
out for a well-deserved encore,
which was 'I'm So Glad' with
David Sancous on guitar and
background vocals.
We can only wish Jack Bruce
hangs around more often, doing
more shows, and putting out
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'. On March 16th, Jack Bruce
returned to the stage once again,
after a too long leave of absence,
and Ifelt I had to check Jack out
after what he has done for Rock
and for what he once was. One of
the all-time great rock bassists, he
is back now with a touring band
consisting of hirnself on bass,
Clem Clempson on guitar, Billy
'Cobham on drums, and excellent
k~yboard work and~ls_oj little
guitar from. David .Sancous
(keyboardist from -the early Bruce
Springsteen days, he was an early
E Street Band member). This
outfit 'is nothing short of ex-
cellent.
Jack Bruce acquired his early
attention in the late 60's with The
Cream, the founding group of
heavier metal bands and rock-
improvisationists groups. Bruce,
along .w i t h guitarist ex-
traordinaire, Eric Clapton and
fanatical drummer, Ginger
Baker, produced such a frenzy in
their day that many of their songs
.and albums are-still going strong.
Many of. these were performed at
the Bottom Line.
Bruce opened up the show with.
So all summer I arrived at camp
every morning nauseous, and
every night I arrived home just in
time for supper-you guessed!
The big N. I reduced the bus
driver from a big, jovial, nice guy
to a quivering mass of raw nerves,
because he never knew when or if
ITwould happen.
If I remember correctly, that
was the summer my mother made
me take an iron tonic because of
my poor eating habits...
I did want to continue writing,
but I'm starting to get this Queasy
feeling...
"Feul Play" and more this singer
uses her full voice. What is best
about her is she's definitely a
"rocker" but is not predictable-
we can be thankful for the
change. Hopefully as Rachel
Sweet goes on she will get better
and better-although she's fine
just the way she is.
I'm putting my money on this
little girl's future-she deserves a
good --one. -As- for v-the-ralbum
"Protect the Innocent"-buy it
"and ENJOY! - ,
Rachel Sweet is a power-packed
Rock'n'Roller, with a great voice
and a good band. She's only a
teen-ager, but a seemingly mature
Rock 'n' Roller to say the least.
Although I hate to categorize
any group OF artist, we'll attempt
to say Sweet's music style is along
the lines of straight, ahead R "n'
R, new wave, and rockabilly.
Rachel's voice makes one imagine
.aTamrny Wyneue meets Rock;
In songs such as
"Speelbound," "Jealous,"
(warming up fOI Southside
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes)., ,
"'Fool Around" was missing a lot
of Rachel'sshigh energy poten- --
tials, "Protect the Innocent,"
while not quite capturing Rachel's
full rockin' abilities, sure comes
close.
On the new LP Rachel
wrote 3 songs, compared to none
on her first. The songs show real
potential for Sweet as' a writer.
"Tonight'" is -her coHaboration
with G. Edwards, and "Lovers
Lane," "Tonight Ricky," are
both credited to Rachel Sweet.
Along with her' own songs
, '
Rachel has recorded Moon Martin's
"I've Got A Reason," Graham
Parkers "Fools Gold", and L.
Reed"s "New Age"-all are very
well done.. A personal favorite,
which she sings in her own styleis__
Elvis Presley's "Baby, Let's Play
House."
The second album by Rachel
• Sweet 'Protect the Innocent' was
released a few weeks ago.
Hopefully this Stiff-Columbia
release will soon become part of
your record collection. If so it is
certain to add flavor to your pile.
Rachel Sweet has matured since
, her first release "Fool Around"
(last year) and since her ap-
pearance last summer at the Dr.




"JAZZ IN A PROPER SETTING"
presenting
, WILLIAM SAXTON Q~ARTET
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Its the time of the year now
when the men's superstar com-
petition is held. It will occur on
May 8th and the deadline to ente~
is May 6th. Last year's winner'
was John 'Lanthripp. So far he
hasn't entered 'the competition
this year. Free'-T-Shirts will be
given out to all contestants. In
order to compete, a man must
enter five out of eight events.
These events consist of running
two times around Gramercy
Park, a two lap swim, foul
shooting (best of IS), standing
long jump, standing high jump,
most push ups, pitching (best of
10), and most sit-ups. All the
competition will be held in the
gym except for the swim and the
run.
Intramural Director Tom
Cracovia said, ""I expect thirty
men to enter but I hope there will
be more students taking part in
the competition.': These in-
tramural activities are being held
for you, the student. So go on
down to Room 610A and get
yourself an entry blank to sign up
for the men's superstar com-
petition.
on May 8th .
/
champions."
Anyone interested in jommg
Pete and his squad is urged to
contact him at the 23rd st._
building, Room 707, or call him
at 725-3242.
Castaldini and Kronefeld. After
losing the first two double
matches, the combination of Berg
and ~st~ini t~~T_~=~=~~=~~=~_~ _
opponents byscores of 6-1, and 6-
I to bring hom the stunning upset
victory.
Perhaps one of' [he major
factors of Baruch's success is the
home court advantage of the 69th
Regimental Armory, where the
lights appear to be always too dim
and the echoes too loud for their
opponent s to handle. The players
refer to the Armory as the
"Lion's Den" where they feel
right at home. According _to
veteran Rami Abada, "Certainly
the home court advantage played
a key role. However. there are
certain intangibles that key~ us
to victory. Joe Chan, Frank,
Dink and I have been together for
three years. now and with this
being our last year 'together, we






adviser for the Track Club is
looking forward to the coming
years. He bleieves thalt Baruch
can re-establish itself on the track
and field circuit on' the East as
well as the West coast. "Our main
goal," says Long, ""is to produce
cont. from 19
In both victories against
Lehman and Hunter. Baruch
managed to open a 4-2 lead after
--+he-sin.gk-~ompe(idonand barely
hold on in doubles. Against
Lehman it was the tandem of
Casraldini and Samuel (playing
for the first time) who teamed in a
thrillina, down-to-the-wire match. ~
(6-2, 6-7, 6-4) which was the
decisive victory in the match.
As Dink Kronefeld puts it,
"this was just the type of match
we needed to get us ready for our
showdown against S1. Francis. ,.
S1. Francis, who was everyone's
preseason favorite with three
scholarship players, was con-
fidently coming into the Armory
after hearing that Baruch had
barely defeated Lehman and
Hunter. 51. Francis had soundly
defeated both teams by 8-1
scores.
Suprisingly, however, the
Baruch Netmen jumped off to a
quick 4-2 lead behind the con-
vincing victories of Abada, Berg,
by Pamela Smith have never been broken. The
For the past three years, sprint-medley relay record was set
talented Baruchians have been at a remarkable timing of 3:22.
denied the chance to participate in Jerry Mortenson- holds the cross
indoor/outdoor track and field country S mile school recorld with
activities. Why? Because there an astonishing time of 26:46, and
was -no team. But with the was selected by. the New York
volunteer work of Pete Long, Ed Times as individual winner on an
Rodriguez and several other all time-roster sheet.
c
dedicated inidividuals, t he Pete Long joined the track
revitalization of the team has team in 1971, and was named
begun. manager from October '71 until
By establishing the squad, May 1976. "". have seen the team
Long and Rodriguez hope to come from last place to first, start
restore the quality and uniqueness from zero to approximately SO
I hal existed in 1976 when runners," said Long.
Baruch's track team was number The goals of the squad include
one in the CUNY division. But creating' an awareness that they
before being allowed to compete do exist, being established as a
within the CUNY division, the recognized team, and last but not
--~_..-- ---traek---and-fiel--quad must wai+---least, cTeating a winner. The
for approval by the Athletic squad is· only in its developing
Board, which would make them stages and therefore needs the
an official team, able to compere support of the student body and
with other NCAA contenders. faculty. At one time. track and
The history of Baruch's field had one of the largest
previous teams is rather exciting. budgets and the squad is now
They have competed against waiting to get voted back into the _
many prestigious schools, in- athletic budget. ..
eluding Yale, Princeton. Dart- Each member is taking his job
mouth, and the University of seriously. Harry Samclemente,
Pennsylvania. In the 1974 CUNY the first student to join Baruch's
finals, Baruch came from last original track team. is one of the
place to lose by only two points. many prospects for the indoor
as thev settled for second. "It was season. "Getting into track buils
~ ~
the most exciting race I have ever a strong mind and strony body,"
witnessed:' says Long, who at says Harry. Other prospects
the.. time was a team -member. include the 6'S" Freshman
'"Our coach Roy Chernook did an Rolland Askew, who Long
excellent job with the team." believes can become the CUNY
During one CUNY cham- half miler champion, and Marc
pionship, Baruch's total point Meyer, the squad's number one
score equalled more than all the distance man.
CUNY schools together. Baruch Pete Long.. who has recently
has set several records that still been named. adjunct faculty
Low Cost
Psychoanalysis
A limited number of
places are open




at a reduced fee.
FOR AN INTERVIEW OR INFORMATION CALL: .
ADULT TREATMENT SERVICES (212) 689-7700, EXT#755
PLEASE REFER TO THIS AD
POSTGRADUATE CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH. .
124 EAST 28TH STREET NYC 10016
N.B.C.
Platform
cont. from p. 10
cutbacks in city libraries, plus the fact that
many students cannot come to school on
Saturday because of work or religious
reasons, many people are deprived of vital
library services.
Another problem facing students is that
during the last few weeks of every term, the.
computer. center is very crowded. If the
computer center was open all weekend
during the last 4 weeks .of the term, the
overcrowding would be partially alleviated.
We gladly invite your suggestions on this and
all of the problems which you are forced to
face.
All of the issues in which we have directed
our energies, are those which are attainable.
We won't promise to give students more
buildings, or grass to lie on. We can promise
to do the best we 'can with what we have. We
have always had a good rapport with the
school's administration, so what we are
asking for is realistically possible. We hope
to gain your support for the coming election
and on all issues in the future. Only with an





Artist Staaley Rogers stands proudly in front of his masterpiece. Plaoto:by.ToDl Cracovia
Tennis team 3-1 to start season
•.~,.,-· •.·.r:.."·~ .-. . ... .. '.'
cont, on p. J8
is going to be tough arid the
victories are going. to have to be 4
earned."
Filling in admirably and
picking up the slack is Michael
"Reggae" Jones and Big Freddy
Samuel..The new formed nucleus
of the teams consists - of three
returning players: Ken "Dink"
Kronefeld, Frank uCopa"
Castaldini, Rami "Rambo"
Abadaand one newcomer Stu
."High Five" Berg,.
-
Hunter and 51. Francis-all by
the scores of 5-4.
The 1980 Baruch team has a
new coach. Florin Segelescu, who
is ranked in the top thirty in the
nation in the thirty five and over
division. Coach Segelescu's
rigorous training program, which
included' running three miles
daily, has been a major factor for
the team's jack-rabbit start. With
Joe Chan, CarLBryan and Peter
Flynn missing. from action.
Segelescu says that "every match
b~ Stuart Berg
The Baruch College tennis team
has opened its season with three
out of four victories in quest for
their third divisional title in the
past four years. The victories
have not come easy because the
Baruch team has lost three out of
their top seven players to injury
and failed to meet NCAA elibility
requirements. Despite this
significant loss, Baruch has
managed to barely scratch out
triumphs against Lehman,
- ~ ~ ...... .
As for the artist himself,
Rogers was an Art major in high
school, then switched to Ad-
vertising when he came to
Baruch. But painting h~s never
been out of - his blood. He
currently . paints portraits by
commission, and hopes to open
an art studio someday. While'
working at Willowbrook two'
years ago, Rogers painted three
other murals, bUI none the equal
of this one.
Stanley Rogers is talented in
other ways, too. Last year he
competed in the Mr. Baruch
Contest, and currently holds the
Intramural benchpress record at
415 pounds. and the overhead
press at 250 pounds. So you see, .
self-expression comes' in many'
forms for Stanley Rogers, but he
has always found time for the
brush and paint can. This most
recent rendering is proof.
Some of the Baruch athletes
shown in Rogers' mural are John
Rivera. Coi/~tantine Sleitas,
Ramone Toribio. Hihi Kim.
Debbie Benitez, Charles Velez,
Vinnie Provenzano, Joe Klein,
and Stanley Rogers himself. How
many can you identify?
A picture is worth a thousand





Hidden in obscurity in room
610A of the 23rd Street building, ,
may be one of. the most artistic
gifts anyone ever gave Baruch
College. On a wall in bold colors,
approximately twelve by' six feet, .
hangs a recent mural painting.
Done in regular house paint, this
mural took about two and a half
months to complete. But how
many .people really know it's
there?
The artist of this masterpiece is
Senior Stanley Rogers. Using
several phot-ographs· to paint
from, Rogers put toge ter t IS
montage- of intramural events,
mostly while working from a
ladder. The result is a life-like
depiction of some of the best
Baruchian competitors at play.
Hit's the best I've ever done on
.a wall," Rogers said. "Tm used
to working on canvas."
. Intramural Director Tom
Cracovia, in whose office the
painting is housed, was not only
glad he let Rogers paint the
mural, but thinks that another
should be painted.
Hit would be nice if another
mural would - be painted









they can make a run for first or
. second place, but that will depend
little on Pete Rose's bat. If the
Phillies can't avoid their habitual
inconsistencies, and injuries, even
he won't help.
The Montreal Expos. the
surprise of last year's season.
probably will not be as fortunate
this year. When they lost Dan
)Schatzeder, and Rudy May. they
lost a lot of last year's victories.
How many can -Ron Leflore give
them back? The young Expos will
have to play even harder to win
anything this year.
The Chicago Cubs. can be
summarized basically with the
mention of one man's name,
Dave . Kingman: Look for
Kingman to be one of the most
intirnadating batters at the plate
this year. Bruce Sutter and Bill
Buckner will probably also excel,
but not enough to cover the Cubs'
. mediocrity.
The New York Mets 'will play
harder to avoid another 'season
like last. Hopeful signs are
present for an eventual return to
decency, but the Mets have a way
of making improvement take
forever:
"Ranith SpOrts Pboto Cbmest. BlaCk and'Whitt, 5x7 to llx14
pictures only. . -'. --
For. more information contact the PhotoClub-Thursdays 12-2
DeadUDe: May 9tb
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by Michael Rivera
The Pittsburgh Pirates should
again. with their tenacious play,
wind up at the top of their
division this year. They'll ac-
complish this, not so much by
virtue of having acquired ad-
ditional strength, but by the fact
that the five other teams in their
division simply did not improve
enough. The Bucs' frontline
pitching of Blyleven, Candelaria,
Robinson. Rooker ,plus that ever
present bullpen, and the bats of
Stargell, Moreno. and Parker, to
name a few, should -be enough to
nip out their competition in an
exciting race.
The St. Louis Cardinals, the
highest hitting team in the
National League last year, should
again lead in that department,
especially with the addition of
Bobby Bonds, but their pitching
will be their most valuable spot.
The Cards will definitely beat a
lot of teams with their bats, but if
starters like Vukovitch, Forsch,
and Martinez don't have ex-
.ceptional years, it" won't .be .
enough to catch Pittsburgh, or
avoid Philadelphia, or Montreal.
The. Philadelphia Phillies will,
find it hard. to escape last year's
The Cardials could be ·the suprise
team of the N.L.
+, 1
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present problems. Perhaps Don.
Sutton (12-15, 3.82 ERA) and
Burt Hooton (2.97 ERA an 11-10
record) will not run out of luck
this year.
The rest of the league-c-well-s-
unless Willie Montanez. Dave
Cash and Dave Winfieldl can
combine a home run total greater
than last year's (93) the Padres
will have to be content with
fourth place. After all it's better
than fifth!
San Francisco-there isn't
much to say about them. Sure
they have Rennie Stenner, Mike
Ivie, Jack Clark and Terry
Whitfield but with Vida Blue,
Bob Kneeper, Ed Halicki and-
John Montefusco only winning 31
games combined, what can you
expect?
The Braves may remain in last
place, but this" vear they'll do it
with pride. Chits Cambliss, the
one from the Yankees. and guys
like Garry Matthews_and Jerry
Royster should be strong bats for
the Braves. If the Braves could
-possibly hit more homers than
their pitchers give up, they may be'
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Atlanta
by Pamela Smith
If pitching is the name of the
game, the Houston Astros un-
doubtedly will lead the league this
year. J.R. Richard (I8-13, 313
strikeouts), Phil Niekro (21-11),
and ace Nolan Ryan (16-14, 223
strikeouts), commonly known as
the Astro Trio, will be a baffling
combo to opposing batsmen.
Now if only the Astros could hit.
Terry Puhl, Enos Cabell, Cesar
Cedeno, andhewly acquired Joe
Morgan and others must develop
a more effective technique in
bringing runs across home-
plate-because that's what counts
in this game.
The Reds, meanwhile, after
losing Pete Rose one year and
Morgan the next, are presently
showing no break down in their
engines. The Big Red Machine is
proving that they are not out-
moded. Seaver (16-6), LaCoss
(14-8) and Bill Bonham, when
healthy. all must throw their
fastest fast balls and curviest
curves in order to get pass the
Dodger bats.
The Dodgers are starting off
late again-which was the reason
they .couldn't catch Cinncinatti
last year. Steve Garvey, Ron Cey,
Dave Lopes, ".R.euie ~iniih and
Dusty Baker gi've the DOdgers the
league's best power (183 homers
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Ms. Baruch 1980 ···-Debra Benitez
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Tile top 5 fiDishers iu Ms. Baruch: (ceuter
to !lack) lst place, Debn Benitez;
2nd, Debon C. Smith; 3rd, Jenny
Hen-era; 4tb, Rita SomanIiba; 5th, Maria .
A. Williams. -by James Yu
Ms. lJaruch 1980 (Debra Benitez) struts
her stuff to T&A routine from"A





Games during the week start at
3:00 p.m., making it difficult for
students with late classes to at-
tend. Saturday games begin at
] ] :00 a.m., too early for Friday
night partyers.
Engel also credits the teams
losses to the two week inactivity
caused. by the strike. "We have
guys living in all boroughs and
theycouldn't get_.~~tl!~_ga~~~or
even meet to work out," said
Engel. "Now we are playing close
to five games a week in order to
make up those we missed."
Still another problem affecting
the team is that they have not
learned to work together. Every
team knows that togetherness is
vital for success-e-sc why haven't
the Statesmen joined forces to
combat the elements standing in
their way? Your guess is as good
as rnme.
But before throwing in the
towel on the team, you must take
into consideration that they are
young and iDcxpericMed,' and
only time will cfismiss some of the
many problems that plague them.
Sounds like something Dick
Youngoncesaid of the Mets!
b)' Pamela Smith
The Baruch baseball team and
the New York Mets have a lot in
common. They just can't seem to
win. But it's not all bad news
folks.
Like the Mets, "the Statesmen
are a team loaded with talent. The
problems exist in their pitching
and defense. But many agree that
in time these soon will be
eliminated.
Coach Engel believes that the
mistakes being made are those of
an inexperienced ball club. Most
of the players are rookies and are
expected to improve in time.
With the loss of ace pitcher
Tony Moore, the team has suf-
fered humiliating losses such as a
22 to 2 shellacking to William
Patterson.
Other contributing factors to
the club's inefficient performance
has been lack of support from
fellow Baruchians. A possible
solution to-rthis problem is a
change of home field, which is
presently located at Creedmore
state Hospital in Queens.
Although attendance is free, not





Photo by P. Lewison
stories of Americans bearing
poisoned chewing gum and ex-
ploding toys. Known dissidents
will be placed under house arrest
or shipped off to remote regions
so they cannot meet with the
foreign guests.
It's a shame that the American
athletes who've trained so hard
would not have the chance to
compete in the Olympics. But
they are being asked to sacrifice
for their country, just as the
farmers did in the grain embargo.
Sacrifice is a pillar upon which
this country was built. Athletes
should not somehow be immune
to it. Moreover, their sacrifice is
what makes the b oyc o t t
meaningful. It helps tear apart the
Soviet view that American resolve
is laughable.
The Soviet Union has spent
approximately $3 billion in
preparation for the event-the
costliest Olympics ever. They
would be embarrassed and
angered if, after all their effort,
.hey give an Olympics and all
their guests don't come-
especially the United States.
~hat do you think?
Write your opinions to: Ticker,
Sports Editor, Box 377, 137 E. 22
S1.
to war over. It is simply morally
wrong to compete in the
Olympics-a festival of peace-in
the capital of an aggressor nation
posing a threat of such strategic
signi ficance.
Though politics and the
Olympics should not mix, it is
inevitable that they do. Any event
as global as the Olympics
automatically becomes a political
forum. Three times-1916, 1940
and 1944-the Games were
cancelled by war. Twenty-eight
African nations boycotted the
Montreal Games' in 1976 as a
protest against New Zealand.
Many other nations have
boycotted the Olympics in the
past. The murder of eleven
Israelis by Palestinian terrorists
was tragic proof that the
Olympics cannot be separated
from real-world politics.
A boycott by the United States
and other free' nations would
decimate the Soviet propaganda
campaign. The planning for such
a campaign is well on its way.




Russian children will be packed
off to camps during the Olyrn-
. pies; many of them have been told
by Charles Gaeta
Because of the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan, the United States
should not compete in the
Olympics in Moscow this sum-
mer. We must, as a nation,
punish the Soviet Union for its
brutal actions against the people
of Afghanistan. There are few
practical and effective measures
we can take to show our outrage.
An Olympic boycott, like the
grain and high-technology em-
bargos and the fishing restric-
tions, represents such a measure.
The invasion of Afghanistan,
with its frightening implications,
is of far greater importance to
Americans than the Olympics.
The Russian troops r n
Afghanistan aren't planning to
pack up and go home. They've
already sealed the borders, and
most of the 105,000 (and
counting) Soviet troops are
positioned along the Iranian
border, away from the heavy
fighting, ready to march into Iran
whenever the Kremlin makes its
decision.
If the Russians continue their
expansionism of Southwest Asia
and reach the Persian Gulf (a goal
they clearly spell out in the
Tripartite Pact of 1939), we will
get no oil from that region. This is
'. the same oil we are prepared to.go
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